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	April/2021 Latest Braindump2go SY0-601 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new

SY0-601 Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 307A systems analyst is responsible for generating a new digital forensics

chain-of-custody form. Which of the following should the analyst Include in this documentation? (Select TWO).A.    The order of

volatilityB.    A checksumC.    The location of the artifactsD.    The vendor's nameE.    The date and timeF.    A warning

bannerAnswer: AEQUESTION 308A company is setting up a web server on the Internet that will utilize both encrypted and

unencrypted web-browsing protocols. A security engineer runs a port scan against the server from the Internet and sees the following

output: 

 Which of the following steps would be best for the security engineer to take NEXT?A.    Allow DNS access from the internet.B.   

Block SMTP access from the InternetC.    Block HTTPS access from the InternetD.    Block SSH access from the Internet.Answer:

DQUESTION 309Which of the following is the BEST reason to maintain a functional and effective asset management policy that

aids in ensuring the security of an organization?A.    To provide data to quantity risk based on the organization's systems.B.    To

keep all software and hardware fully patched for known vulnerabilitiesC.    To only allow approved, organization-owned devices

onto the business networkD.    To standardize by selecting one laptop model for all users in the organizationAnswer: BQUESTION

310An attacker was easily able to log in to a company's security camera by performing a baste online search for a setup guide for

that particular camera brand and model.Which of the following BEST describes the configurations the attacker exploited?A.    Weak

encryptionB.    Unsecure protocolsC.    Default settingsD.    Open permissionsAnswer: CQUESTION 311A cloud administrator is

configuring five compute instances under the same subnet in a VPC. Three instances are required to communicate with one another,

and the other two must he logically isolated from all other instances in the VPC.Which of the following must the administrator

configure to meet this requirement?A.    One security groupB.    Two security groupsC.    Three security groupsD.    Five security

groupsAnswer: BQUESTION 312An analyst is trying to identify insecure services that are running on the internal network. After

performing a port scan the analyst identifies that a server has some insecure services enabled on default ports.Which of the following

BEST describes the services that are currently running and the secure alternatives for replacing them' (Select THREE)A.    SFTP

FTPSB.    SNMPv2 SNMPv3C.    HTTP, HTTPSD.    TFTP FTPE.    SNMPv1, SNMPv2F.    Telnet SSHG.    TLS, SSLH.    POP,

IMAPI.    Login, rloginAnswer: BCFQUESTION 313An attacker was easily able to log in to a company's security camera by

performing a basic online search for a setup guide for that particular camera brand and model.Which of the following BEST

describes the configurations the attacker exploited?A.    Weak encryptionB.    Unsecure protocolsC.    Default settingsD.    Open

permissionsAnswer: CQUESTION 314A security architect at a large, multinational organization is concerned about the complexities

and overhead of managing multiple encryption keys securely in a multicloud provider environment. The security architect is looking

for a solution with reduced latency to allow the incorporation of the organization's existing keys and to maintain consistent,

centralized control and management regardless of the data location.Which of the following would BEST meet the architect's

objectives?A.    Trusted Platform ModuleB.    laaSC.    HSMaaSD.    PaaSE.    Key Management ServiceAnswer: EResources
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